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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE
EXCHANGE OF DATA BETWEEN A
DYNAMICALLY ADDRESSED NETWORK AND A
FOREIGN NETWORK

[0001] This Application is based upon provisional appli
cation Ser. No. 60/179,884, entitled “DYNAMIC
ADDRESSING AND ROUTING TECHNOLOGY,” ?led

on Feb. 2, 2000 for Yechiam Yemini, and provisional appli
cation Ser. No. 60/216,403, entitled “APPLICATION
LAYER DYNAMIC ADDRESSING AND ROUTING
SYSTEM AND METHOD SYSTEM,” ?led on Jul. 6, 2000

for Yechiam Yemini, Michael Grossberg, and Danilo Flo
rissi. The contents of these provisional applications are fully

incorporated herein by reference.
[0002] In
Nos.

addition,
;

US.
;

patent

applications Ser.

; and

, respectively

entitled (1) “A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRO
VIDING

SERVICES

ON

A

DYNAMICALLY

ADDRESSED NETWORK”; (2) “A METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR DYNAMICALLY ADDRESSING A

CIRCUITS BASED NETWORK”; (3) “METHOD AND
APPARATUS

FOR

DYNAMICALLY ADDRESSING

AND ROUTING IN A DATA NETWORK”; and (4) “A
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING FOR
WARDING AND REPLICATION SERVICES ON A

DYNAMICALLY ADDRESSED NETWORK,” having all
been ?led on Feb. 2, 2001 for Yechiam Yemini, Michael

Grossberg, and Danilo Florissi. The above four applications
are assigned to the assignee of the present application. The
contents of the above four applications are relevant to the

subject matter of the present application and are fully

incorporated herein by reference.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates to a method and
apparatus for addressing sources and destinations of infor
mation in a physical data netWork and related processes.

This netWork is comprised of Nodes interconnected by

used With their accompanying routing mechanisms to direct
streams of data to their destinations. Currently most of these
mechanisms are either not ?exible enough or not scaleable

and therefore must be used in combination, resulting in

complex, multi-layer netWorks. This creates problems of

performance, con?guration, compatibility, and rigidity to
changes in topology. The present invention provides algo
rithms and mechanisms that alloW much of this complexity
to be eliminated, by providing a single structure for address
ing Nodes that is both scaleable and ?exible.

[0006] Achieving scaleability, ?exibility, or providing ser
vice addressing mechanisms, such as IP, requires complex
mechanisms to direct data. A relatively large amount of

processing must be performed at each Node, increasing the
costs of both netWorking hardWare and Nodes, and limiting
the performance of the netWork. Using the addressing meth
ods of this invention, lightWeight routing mechanisms, such
as a form of source routing, may be employed in order to

dramatically reduce the amount of processing required at
each Node. Moreover, the addressing mechanism disclosed
alloWs for lightWeight modi?cations of the basic routing to
provide services such as QoS Without a large processing
overhead.

[0007] NetWorks are increasingly required to be adaptable
to changes in their topology, such as When Nodes or sub
netWorks are mobile. This presents challenges that methods

such as DHCP and mobile IP only partially address. Many
of these schemes make extensive use of forWarding and
proxies. Some methods, such as RIP, Which transmits

changes in topology betWeen Nodes, present tremendous
security haZards. Moreover, most of these methods have

complex con?guration issues that often require manual
intervention. The addressing scheme of the present inven

tion, and associated routing algorithms, provide for auto
matic and ef?cient adaptation to any changes in the topology
of the netWork. This provides mechanisms for uninterrupted
communication to and from mobile Nodes and sub-net

Links. The Links may use any physical means by Which to
transport data from one location to another, such as elec

Works, as Well as providing adaptability to netWork disrup
tions and modi?cations. The present invention also reduces
the need for manual intervention, thereby reducing costs and

tronic, optical or radio transmissions.

increasing overall ef?ciency.

[0004]

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0008] Most addressing schemes require a tight binding

Typically a physical or virtual netWork is com

betWeen the identi?ers of source and destination Nodes, and

prised of units capable of performing some operation on

their unique addresses. This, for example, means that in

signal or data streams. We call these units Nodes, and
connections betWeen these Nodes We call Links. In order for

layers must be used. This increases netWork complexity and

data to travel from a source Node to one or more destination

reduces ef?ciencies. It may require end-Nodes to agree on
extra protocols, or it may rely on ad-hoc tricks, Which may

Node(s), some arrangement must be made for this data to be
properly directed from Node to Node via Links that Will
alloW the data to arrive properly at the destination Node.

order to provide for replication of source data, some extra

scale poorly. Since the addressing schemes and routing
algorithms of this invention provide multiple addresses

Both source and destination Nodes have at least one iden

bound to identi?ers, and because these assignments may be

ti?er, Which identi?es the Nodes. For example, these iden

easily changed, this invention enables automatic caching,

ti?ers could be URLs such as http://WWW.cs.columbia.edu/
home/index.html in the Internet. In order for data to travel
from one Node to another, addresses are bound, either
permanently or temporarily, to these identi?ers. These
addresses are then used by Whatever routing mechanism is

load balancing, and replication, at the netWork level.

employed to determine the path of Links that the data should
take as the data travels from source Node to destination

Node.

[0005] Addressing mechanisms, such as MAC numbers in
Ethernet, IP addresses in the Internet, or tags in MPLS, are

[0009] A number of different technologies have been
deployed that address some of these issues. HoWever, none

of these technologies provide a complete solution to all the

problems solved by the present invention. Source Routing
Bridges (SRBs) include in the frames the complete path data
should folloW, using the format Li, Bi, Lj, Bj, Lk, Where Li
and Bi identify LANs and bridges respectively. Each LAN
connected to a bridge and each bridge connected to a LAN
must have a unique identi?er. SRBs assume that such
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identi?ers are con?gured When the bridge or LAN is ?rst
created. The present invention, on the other hand, automati
cally generates neW identi?ers When Links and Nodes are
added to or removed from the network, or are physically
moved to a neW location during operation. SRBs have to use

broadcasting discovery frames to map destination addresses
to routes. The present invention’s destination labels are the
route, and are locally established at Node attachment time.

SRBs are discussed further in the folloWing publications:

[0010] (1) R. Perlman, Interconnections: Bridges and
Routers, Reading Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1992.

Draft, IETF NetWork Working Group, available at

http://WWW.cisco.com/Warp/public/732/tag/tag
sW_ov.htm.
[0019] (4) Y Rekhter, B. Davie, D. KatZ, E. Rosen, and
G. e SWalloW, “Cisco Systems’ Tag SWitching Archi
tecture OvervieW,” IETF RFC 2105, February 1997,
available at http://WWW.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2105.txt.

[0020] MPLS is further described in the folloWing publi
cations:

[0011] (2) W. Stallings, Local and Metropolitan Area
Networks, 4th Ed, NeW York, Macmillan, 1993.

[0021] (1) R. Callon, P. Doolan, N. Feldman, A. Fre
dette, G. SWalloW, and A.
[0022] VisWanathan, “A FrameWork for MPLS,” IETF
Draft, IETF NetWork Working Group, available at http://

[0012] (3) A. S. Tanenbaum, Computer Networks, Sys

WWW.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-mpls-frameWork

tems. 3rd Ed., Prentice Hall, 1996.

[0013] The

05.txt.

Dynamic Host Con?guration Protocol

[0023] (2) Eric C. Rosen, Arun VisWanathan, and Ros

(DHCP) is a solution to dynamically assign addresses to
hosts. DHCP leases on demand Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses from a directly connected server. Differing from
the addresses in the present invention, IP addresses contain
little routing information other than the netWork and host

IETF Draft, IETF NetWork Working Group, available
at
http://ietf.org/internetdrafts/draft-ietfmpls-arch

identi?ers. The present invention assigns addresses through
a fully distributed mechanism, Whereas DHCP uses a cen

traliZed server. Furthermore, DHCP is designed to support
mobility Within a single administrative domain, usually a
LAN, Whereas the present invention supports global mobil

ity. In addition, DHCP is designed for relatively long-lived
leases from a speci?c server. In a mobile context, DHCP can

Work only if the original server is alWays accessible via a

Callon, “Multiprotocol Label SWitching Architecture,”
06.txt.

[0024] ATM is further described in the folloWing publi
cations:

[0025] (1) W. Stallings, ISDN and Broadband With
Frame Relay and ATM, EngleWood Cliffs, N.J., Pren
tice Hall, 1995.

[0026] (2) A. S. Tanenbaum, Computer Networks, Sys
tems. 3rd Ed., Prentice Hall, 1996.

point-to-point connection (like a telephone call), Which may
not alWays be feasible. Finally, DHCP address generation is

Automatic Routing Integrated System (PARIS) and plaNET/

more complex than the address generation of the present
invention. DHCP is described further in the folloWing pub
lication:

Orbit projects use source routing to specify the labels of the
Links data should folloW. HoWever, unlike the present
invention, all source Nodes need to keep full topology

[0014] (1) R. Droms, “Dynamic Host Con?guration

Which may not scale for large netWorks. PARIS is further

Protocol,” IETF RFC 2131, March 1997, available at

http://WWW. ietf.org/rfc/rfc2131.txt.
[0015] Tag SWitching (TS) and Multi-Protocol Label
SWitching (MPLS) use tags (or labels) associated With ?oWs
to improve sWitching performance. Tags have meaning only
per Link, and have to be sWapped at each intermediate Node

using con?guration information pre-stored in lookup tables.
ATM netWorks use similar tags to identify virtual channels
and paths. TS, MPLS and ATM have to map the destination

address into the appropriate tag for routing at the netWork
ingress Node, While the present invention’s addresses
already contain the route. In addition, tags require a table
lookup at each intermediate Node, While the present inven
tion’s addresses already contain the routes. TS is further

described in the folloWing publications:

[0016] (1) Cisco, “Tag SWitching: Uniting Routing and
SWitching for Scalable, High Performance Services,”
White paper, available at http://WWW.cisco.com/Warp/

public/cc/cisco/mkt/ios/tag/tagsW Wp.htm
[0017] (2) B. Davie, P. Doolan, Y. Rekhter, Swithing in
IP Networks IP Switching, Tag Switching, and Related
Technologies, Morgan Kau?nan Publishers, 1998.
[0018] (3) Y. Rekhter, B. Davie, D. KatZ, E. Rosen, and
G. e SWalloW, “Tag SWitching Architecture,” IETF

[0027]

Similar to the present invention, the PacketiZed

information to compute the correct routes to a destination,

described in the folloWing publications:
[0028] (1) I. Cidon and I. S. Gopal, “Paris: An Approach
to Integrated High-Speed Private NetWorks,” Interna
tional Journal of Digital and Analogue Cabled Systems,
Vol. 1., 1998, pp. 77-85.

[0029] (2) H. J. R. Dutton, “High Speed NetWorking
Technology: An Introductory Survey,” IBM available
at

http://WWW.s390.ibm.com:80/bookmgr-cgi/book

mgr.cmd/BOOKS/EZ306400/COVER.
[0030] plaNET/Orbit is further detailed in the folloWing

publications:
[0031] (1) I. Cidon, I. S. Gopal, P. M. Gopal, R. Guerin,
J. Janniello, and M. Kaplan, “The plaNET/ORBIT
High Speed NetWork,” Journal on High Speed Net
Working 2, No. 3, pp. 171-208 (1993).

[0032] (2) H. J. R. Dutton, “High Speed NetWorking
Technology: An Introductory Survey,” IBM available
at http://WWW.s390.ibm. com:80/bookmgr-cgi/book

mgr.cmd/BOOKS/EZ306400/COVER.
[0033]

Wormhole routing is an extension of the cut

through approach to sWitching data ?oWs by avoiding the
store-and-forWard overheads. The ?rst packet contains the

routing information for the ?oW, commonly source routing.
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Wormhole routing resolves contention by blocking the
incoming ?ow, while cut-through routing will buffer it. The
present invention’s switching is similar to source routing,
and can apply wormhole or cut-though technology for

improved performance. Wormhole routing is further
described in the following publication:
[0034] (1) L. M. Ni and P. K. McKinley, “A Survey of
Wormhole Routing Techniques in Directed Networks,”
IEEE Computer, pp. 62-76, February 1993.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0035]

In one embodiment of the present invention, a

network is organiZed to provide dynamic allocation of
multiple addresses per Node for the purpose of mobility and

particular structure, the labeling scheme maps a tree onto the
graph. Unlike schemes that use spanning trees, many Nodes
of the tree in the present invention may be mapped to the
same Node. The root Node has a special label, ‘nil.’ All other

Nodes begin without Node Labels. Only Nodes having at
least one label can propagate a Node Label to another Node.

The root begins by passing messages to its immediate
neighbors indicating that its Node Label is ‘nil.’ To compute
a label for itself, a Node maintains a list of all the labels its
neighbors have sent to it. For each entry from a neighbor, a
Node may create a new label for itself, by pre-pending the

received label to the beginning of said entry. Each label
obtained in such a manner may be interpreted as a path to the
root Node.

[0038] With prior art addressing schemes, if the network

reliability. The present invention operates by viewing a

contains many circuits, the number of labels a Node will

network as a graph that is comprised of Links (correspond

have can be unmanageably large. The present invention

ing to physical or virtual network Links) and Nodes (cor
responding to network devices). The present invention per
forms the following labeling on this graph: (1) an origin is

pruned internally to prevent circuits in the labeling. If a
Node only noti?es its neighbors of a ?xed number of labels,

chosen, this origin can be a Node on the network, labeled as
root Node R, or the origin can be a point that is not on the

network; (2) each Node on the graph is assigned at least one
coordinate label that indicates the position of the Node on
the network relative to the previously chosen origin. One
embodiment of the present invention generates the coordi
nate labels for each node by (1) assigning all Links one label
such that no two Links adjacent to the same Node use the

provides only a ?nite number of labels per node. Labels are

the number of labels can be minimiZed, but at the cost of less
optimal routing. As one example, we may choose for a Node
to only pass the two shortest labels the Node has to its
neighbor Nodes. We may use other criteria to determine
which labels to propagate. For example, we may want to
make sure that we pass labels that differ enough to make
recovery easier if the Link associated with that label fails.
We may use load, latency or reliability as inputs to our

same label; (2) assigning each Node of the graph one or

passing algorithm. Examples of algorithms for choosing

more labels which are concatenations of Link Labels for a

labels to propagate are discussed below.

possible path, without loops, to the root Node R. This is
distinguishable from choosing a spanning tree, as in SBR,
because all paths are available. Routing from one Node Ato

another Node B is accomplished by following one of the
labels of A to R, and then following the reverse of B’s label
from R to B. Sometimes, more desirable routes can be

identi?ed when comparing the labels of A and B, as

[0039]

Changes in topology of the network, such as

mobile Nodes, or Link failures, can be handled by short
term or long-term means. In the present invention, the
address or Node Label re?ects the location of a Node in the
network. Thus, when a Node moves, the binding of a Node
name to a Node address must change. This is the primary
long-term method the present invention uses to adapt to

explained later.

changes in topology. The speed at which this change may

[0036] DART dynamically assigns addresses to Nodes

occur depends on the speed at which the name resolution

according to their relative location within the graph. When
a Node joins or moves the network or a Link or Node fails,

addresses are dynamically updated. If some Nodes are

mobile (either mobile client Nodes or mobile server Nodes),
the ability to route to and from the mobile Node persists. For
example, a wireless server application such as a mobile
sensor, mobile web server, or even a mobile telephone, is a
networked Node that must be easily reachable even as it

moves. Currently, it is often assumed that only an end Node
may be mobile. However, as more networks become con

nected by wireless Links, the present invention will provide
a solution that will allow the network to change dynamically.
Link failures, caused by movements, or otherwise, can be

service distributes changes in its information. To provide
short-term solutions for changes that are either temporary in
nature, for example the interruption of a laser Link, or too
rapid for the name resolution service, DART provides short
term forwarding services. Nodes that simply route do not

require forwarding services. Only those Nodes which are the
source or destination for a data stream may require such a
service. Before a Node moves it will record the name of its

immediate neighbors. Upon moving to a new location the
Node contacts its former neighbors and passes on to them its
new address in the network. Those neighbors may then
forward messages that were destined for that Node. They do
so until the name resolution device has had time to distribute

similarly accommodated.

information about the change. If the Link between A and B

[0037] DART Nodes inherit their labels from their peer
Nodes using several alternate algorithms. When two Nodes
are connected by a Link, they negotiate a Link Label for that
Link. Every Link directly connected to the same Node must

Knowing Node Labels of A and B, the algorithm of the

have a distinct Link Label. For example, if Link Labels were

positive integers, a Node could use the lowest positive
integer not used on another Link by any of the other Nodes
whose Links come into contact with that Node. In one

embodiment a single Node is designated as the root Node.
Although the graph is not required to be a tree, or have any

fails, A has a list of Node Labels for B and vice versa.

present invention provides a means to compute multiple
paths from A to B. If a path exists that does not utiliZe the
failed Link, it will be computable from the shared Node
Labels. Thus A and B may provide forwarding services that

modify the path of data trying to use the failed Link, by
replacing the Link Label in the data with the alternative
route. The data may then proceed normally. Again, as in
forwarding, this need only continue until either the end
points use the path information to redirect their data, the
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name resolution system catches up With the topology modi
?cation, or the failed Link recovers.

[0040] To provide scaleability, networks may be arranged
hierarchically. Just as road systems are organized into high
Ways, main roads and side roads, netWorks may be similarly
multi-leveled. As a simple tWo-level example, the present

invention permits top-level networks, called backbones, to

the IP data Would then be unWrapped and the IP routing
continued. This same mechanism could be implemented

using Ethernet, ATM, MPLE, Appletalk, or any other net

Work protocol.
[0043]

Third, a Node may function as a gateWay, trans

lating addresses in one protocol to virtual addresses in the
other. For eXample, if a netWork employing the present

connect smaller local netWorks of end-hosts together.

invention and an IP netWork Were Linked, a gateWay device

Addresses can reserve some labels as separators. This per

betWeen them could assign each End Node an IP address,
and each IP address a virtual address. Data traversing
through this Node is translated from one format to the other.

mits a Node Label or path to comprise of a combination of

Node Labels from logically distinct netWorks, each netWork
having different root Nodes. To illustrate, consider several
local netWorks. A ?rst netWork With local Nodes A and B,
Which have coordinate labels With respect to a local root
Node R. A second netWork has local Node C, Which has a
coordinate label With respect to local root Node S. The tWo
netWorks are connected by a netWork backbone, Which has
a backbone Node T. When the name of a local Node A is
stored in the name resolution device it is stored With the
identi?er of the local root R. When a Node B using the same
local root resolves an address, it Will match the identi?er of
the local root R and use simple route computation. When
Node C, using a different local root Node that Nodes A and

B, S, looks up the addresses of the Node B, Node C Will get
B’s coordinates With respect to the root Node R. Node C Will
need to get the coordinates for root Node R With respect to
root Node T. Node C Will already knoW the coordinates of
Node T, and its oWn coordinates, With respect to root Node
S. Using these four sets of labels, Node C may noW compute
the shortest hierarchical route from C to B. Moreover, paths

through the backbone may be implemented through local
netWork paths as necessary. Just as in the Link repair
mentioned above, a label or set of labels may be replaced

during the transit of the frame, With a hierarchical segment
that implements a virtual route through a local netWork

Lastly, headers carry encoding unique to the present inven
tion, and multi-protocol sWitches reading that part of the
heading Would sWitch the packet according to the method of
routing speci?ed by the present invention, rather than the
other protocols it supports.
[0044] Mechanisms to provide services such as Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantees, or encrypted channels, may be
provided in a number of different manners. For eXample the
header may contain a ?eld that directly provides information
as to the service required by the data. For eXample, to

provide QoS, separate priority queues could be maintained
for the differing levels of service. Another mechanism Would
alloW sWitches to operate several distinct logical netWorks
over the same physical netWork. Each logical netWork
Would have a netWork number, and a collection of services
associated to it. Nodes maintain separate Link and Node

Labels for each logical netWork, and each logical netWork
may have its oWn root. Since paths are built from Node

Labels, and end Nodes obtain Node Labels through the name
resolution scheme, that scheme may be used to implement

QoS. For eXample, end Nodes may only be given Node
Labels that alloW paths to be computed that implement a
certain level of QoS, depending on the requirements of the
end Node, data stream, or user.

route.

[0041] AnetWork dynamically addressed, according to the
present invention, may inter-operate With other netWork
protocols through tunneling, translation services, or multiple
protocol sWitches. As an illustration, if a netWork employing

the present invention, and another netWork (either a separate
netWork employing the present invention, or a netWork
addressed using one of the prior art schemes discussed
above) need to be Linked across the Internet, this may be

accomplished by tunneling. First, suppose one Node in each
local netWork is designated as a gateWay for that netWork.
These tWo Nodes may form a virtual Link using a UDP/IP
or TCP/IP socket. Data entering this Node destined for the
virtual Link Will be Wrapped in an IP packet at one end, sent
across the Internet, and unWrapped at the other end. Simi
larly, an entire virtual netWork may be implemented this
Way. This may also be done directly With an Ethernet frame,
Where data is Wrapped in Ethernet frames at one end, and

unWrapped at the other, as may be done for ATM, MPLS,

[0045] NetWorks using the present invention can also
provide broadcast and multicast transmissions via multiple
mechanisms. One mechanism uses the above mentioned

ability to provide multiple logical netWorks over the same
physical netWork. End Nodes subscribe to a multicast by
alloWing their local sWitches to route to that netWork.
Another mechanism alloWs for special Link Labels and
grammar, Which can provide for data to be replicated and
sent out to multiple Links. Another mechanism may provide
a number of services, such as broadcasting and multicasting,
using the same kind of label translation used in forWarding,

Link repair, and gateWays joining other protocols.
[0046] The present invention provides mechanisms that
may be used for clients to ef?ciently locate replicated data,
as Well as mechanisms to alloW for the caching of data. For

eXample, the label translation methods mentioned in regard
to multicasting, as Well as in forWarding, Link repair, and

translating betWeen other netWork protocols, may also be

Appletalk, and other netWork protocols.

used to redirect a request to a cached versions of data. Also,
since ordinarily the name resolver returns a list of labels

[0042] Second, data from a host using IP could be inter
cepted at a gateWay Node. There the IP routing Would
indicate the IP address of the neXt hop. Assuming this neXt
hop identi?ed a Node on a netWork that employs the present
invention, that IP data could be Wrapped in a packet con
taining a path that is generated as described above, and the

even When there is a single Node bound to that name, a name

may be the name of several Nodes, each representing a
mirror of the same data. When the name request is ful?lled,
the labels returned may refer to more than one physical

route to the neXt hop Node computed (or cached) by the

Node. The present invention’s routing computations Will

gateWay Node. When the packet is received at the other end,

automatically determine a path to the optimal Node.

may refer to several Nodes representing mirrors. For

eXample

“http://WWW.cs.columbia.edu/home/indeX.html”
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[0047] Because the present invention permits dynamic
labeling and re-labeling of a network, novel methods to
provide security as Well to implement “pay for service”

an addressable unit (i.e., a Node) that can also be employed
to function as a potential routing entity. ADART Node, like
an IP Node, can be a netWork interface or a router/sWitch,

options are possible. For example, by alloWing Link Labels

but can also be a ?le, an application server (or replica), a

to be chosen from a large, even variable length space, and by

cache, a Web page, a process, etc.

re-labeling frequently, maintaining a valid path Will require
frequent access to the name resolution system. By limiting
access, encrypting replies, and other means of controlling
use of the name resolution, a netWork attacker’s ability to

route through a netWork may be curtailed and/or monitored.

Similarly, it is possible to alloW only Nodes conducting
micro-payment transactions to access fresh Node Labels.

[0061]

The present invention provides a mechanism to

compute an address for a Node based upon the topology of
the netWork and based upon the Node’s local attachments to
other Nodes. As a Node is added to, or moved, Within a
netWork, the present invention recalculates a neW address for
the Node based upon its neW location. The method

Moreover, since the label structure only maps to the physical
netWork, but does not actually reveal it, an attacker’s ability
to determine, and thus use, the netWork topology is limited.

employed by the present invention permits a route betWeen
tWo Nodes to be computed and optimiZed entirely from the
above calculated address information alone. Through the
employment of the present invention, the movement of a

[0048] Since data contain actual paths, Nodes maintain

?le, Web page, data, or other object is vieWed as a special

information about the netWork, such as Node Labels and
local Link data. The name resolver service replicates and

be re-addressed accordingly.

logs much of this information. A netWork management
device given proper access may utiliZe this information to

determine and ?X netWork problems. The netWork manage
ment device may delete or restrict labels to reallocate loads.
It may force the netWork to move a root Node, or split the

netWork into a multi-level hierarchy. By utiliZing the mul
tiple netWork concept, neW logical netWorks may be phased
in and out Without interrupting the How of data.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DIAGRAMS

[0049] The folloWing detailed description, given by Way
of eXample and not intended to limit the present invention
solely thereto, Will best be understood in conjunction With

the accompanying draWings in Which:
[0050]

FIG. 1 shoWs an eXample of a typical prior end

netWork for use With the present invention.

[0051]

FIG. 2 shoWs an eXample of a typical prior end

computer for use With the present invention.

[0052] FIG. 3 shoWs an eXample of a netWork graph With
EAG and labels.

[0053]

FIG. 4 shoWs an eXample of computing a path

from labels.

[0054]

FIG. 5 shoWs an eXample of a tWo-layer architec

case of the replication or the creation of a neW Node and can

[0062] The present invention may operate in an environ
ment as illustrated in FIG. 1. Nodes A, B, C, D, E, G, and
H are interconnected by Links. These Links are labeled 1-4,
With some Links receiving the same label, in accordance

With the algorithm discussed beloW.
[0063] Illustratively, a Node may be a computer. FIG. 2
illustrates a conventional computer station, Which includes a
computer housing 40, a monitor 32 and a keyboard 46.
Housing 40 comprises a modem jack or netWork interface
36, a hard drive 34, a ?oppy disk drive 42, a CD-ROM drive
44, and keyboard 46. Of course, a station may include
additional or less hardWare as desired. Aprinter 48 may also
be included. HoWever, as stated above, a Node is not limited
to a computer and could be illustratively a ?le, an applica
tion server, a cache, a Web page, etc.

[0064] First Embodiment
[0065] In one embodiment of the present invention, a
labeled graph With a designated Root Node, also referred to
herein as an Embedded Addressing Graph (EAG)), is used
to assign netWork addresses to each Node. This netWork
address takes the form of a coordinate label. This coordinate

label indicates the position in the netWork of the node
relative to a chosen origin In this eXample, the chosen origin
is the designated Root Node. The Root Node may be either

ture for global routing.

an actual Node on the netWork, or a node that does not

[0055]

FIG. 6 shoWs an eXample of a Link failure.

actually eXist, i.e. an imaginary Node. The EAG is formed
by creating a netWork graph Where each Node is attached

[0056]

FIG. 7 shoWs an eXample of mobile Nodes in

DART.

[0057]

FIG. 8 shoWs an eXample of Wavelength Division

Multiplexing.
[0058] FIG.

are generated by ?rst having each Node assign labels to the
Links of the netWork graph, that come into contact With that

Node. Each cycle-free path leading from the root to a given
9 shoWs an eXample of the use of Virtual

Node Will form a path label (otherWise referred to as a Node

FIG. 10 shoWs an eXample of the implementation

Label or coordinate label). In its most basic form, the
address of a Node (i.e. it’s coordinate label) is the set of its
path labels. One skilled in the art Would appreciate that it is

Links.

[0059]

With a Link to all Nodes that support direct routing access to
that Node. In one embodiment, coordinate labels for Nodes

of Virtual NetWorks.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

possible to use multiple origins instead of the single origin
discussed above. A simple translating mechanism can be
used to alloW data that is being routed according to from a

Will be referred to as a DART structure. The present inven

Node that is labeled With a coordinate label relative to one
root node, to be then routed from that root node to a second
root node, and then ?nally routed onto a destination node
that is labeled With coordinate labels relative to that second

tion considers any persistent object/process in a netWork as

root node. The addressing scheme employed by the present

[0060]

For purposes of this discussion, any structure (net

Work, sWitch, Node, etc.) employing the present invention
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invention can also be used to provide additional network
services. These services Will be discussed in detail below.

that are less likely to be used (e.g., long labels). Although,

[0066] Second Embodiment

Which, though suboptimal, perform Well. One example

[0067] Another embodiment of the present invention sup
ports the dynamic management of addresses. When a Node
N attaches to a DART Node M, M Will automatically assign

involves ?rst selecting an integer k. Then have Nodes only
pass k of their shortest labels to their neighbors (as measured

one or more unique DART addresses to N. For purposes of

the discussion of the fundamental addressing algorithms of
the present invention, Links Will be labeled With positive

in theory, it is necessary to pass all labels to guarantee

optimal routing, there are interesting heuristic approaches,

by hop length or other metric).
[0071] The present invention accomplishes label assign
ment for a given Node, X according to the folloWing

Node-path labeling algorithm. All Nodes neighboring X

integers. HoWever, for applications like name resolution or
directory services, Links can be labeled With strings With

pass their labels to X pre-pended by the Link Label con

external semantics. For example, Links can be labeled With
a directory or ?le name. The addressing algorithms can also
be extended to alloW for the labels to be speci?ed by

With that Link Label. For example, in FIG. 3, Node H Would
pass its Node Label “2” to Node G, pre-pended by the Link
Label that it passes it’s Node Label along, i.e. the Link
labeled “1.” This results in Node G being assigned a Node
Label of “12.” In another example, Node H could merely
pass it’s node label “2” to Node G, and Node G could then
prepend the label With the link label “1.” HoWever, Node H
Would not pass the Node Label “1231” to Node G, (resulting
in a Node Label of “11231” after the link label is prepended
by either Node), as Node Label “1231” begins With the same
digit as the Link Label used to pass it (i.e. “1”).
[0072] X deletes all labels for Which it has another label
that is a suf?x of that label. For example, Node C might pass
to Node G the label “21312.” HoWever, since Node C
already has the label “12”, it Would delete the received label

distances or directions to support their use by a netWork of

ships, planes or other mobile Nodes.
[0068] The assignment of labels to Nodes Will noW be
discussed in further detail. In its most primitive form, DART
uses EAG path labels to establish suf?cient data at Nodes to
compute best routes to their destinations. The process of

computing path labels propagates in a completely distributed
manner among Nodes, With each Node passing its labels to

neighboring Nodes. The neighboring Nodes then compute
their oWn path labels based upon the received labels. In the

simplest case, labels are arbitrarily assigned to Links, for
example, by using the next available label. This process is
constrained by the rule that for each Node, every incident
Link must be distinctly labeled. In regimes Where Link

Labels carry semantic meaning, the labeling is dictated by

necting them, provided that the label does not already begin

“21312”, as both “21312” and “12” share a common suffix.

[0073] The above conditions prevent loops from being

the semantic context. If directories are represented, then

propagated throughout the netWork. Note that a Node Label,

Links might represent containment, or other symbolic Link
age. For ships or planes, labels may be obtained by using the

When read from left to right, is a route from the Node
associated With that label to the root Node.

relative positions of the vehicles as measured by GPS.
TABLE 1

[0069] FIG. 3 is a simple example of an EAG With Link
and Node Labels. For purposes of this discussion, assume
that Links have no semantic meaning. Neighboring Nodes

Node names With corresponding sets of labels

can assign to a Link the loWest Link value that both of the

Node
Identi?er

Nodes have available. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are Nodes.

(name)

Node Label (Which are also addresses to the root)

A
B
c
D
E
F

Nil (special root label)
1, 3212, 31312, 3121412
31, 212, 1312, 121412
131, 312, 3231, 1212, 21412, 214231
2131, 2312, 1412, 14231, 23231, 143131, 21212
412, 4231, 43131, 12131, 12312, 121212,

G
H

12, 231, 3131, 412131
2, 1231, 13131, 1412131

These Nodes are interconnected by Links that are labeled

With Link Labels 1, 2, 3, 4 (With multiple Links assigned the
same Link Label according to the rules discussed beloW).
Labels of Nodes are formed by the concatenation of Link

Labels. Neighbor Nodes exchange labels, and local Node
Labels are constructed, by pre-pending the Link Label to a
neighbor’s Node Label. For example, Node H has the set of

123231

Node Labels “2, 1231, 13131, 1412131.” The creation of
loops is avoided by discarding labels for Which there is
already a label present Which is a suf?x of the label to be
discarded.

[0074] Third Embodiment

[0070] If the number of labels per Node becomes a prob
lem, a Node can be instructed to exchange only the best
labels (e.g., the shortest labels, or the labels With the loWest

[0075] Another embodiment of the present invention pro
vides for the routing of data. Node addresses are formed by
concatenating at least tWo Link Labels. The routing of data

latency) With the Node’s neighbors. If a graph has a large
degree of connectivity, then the number of labels bound to
each Node may explode. HoWever, in practice, a typical IP
netWork often involves a loW degree of connectivity, and the
number of distinct labels associated With a Node is usually

manageable. Furthermore, at the application layer, access
patterns are often centraliZed betWeen a server process (e.g.,

a ?le server) and persistent objects and, thus, the number of
labels is limited, too. Regardless, the present invention can
limit the number of labels bound to a Node by ?ltering labels

betWeen tWo Nodes is then accomplished by routing the data
to folloW the corresponding Link Labels. ADART Node can
use its oWn address and the address of a destination Node to

compute the set of all paths connecting them, and the
corresponding respective path labels. A shortest distance
path, relative to a given metric, can then be extracted from
this set of paths. This shortest path can then be used to
pursue source routing through DART sWitches.

[0076]

Suppose Node H needs to send data to Node D.

Node H must obtain some or all labels for Node D, or it may
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have these labels cached from a previous request. The

edge routers/sWitches is handled someWhat differently than

following algorithm computes paths from Node Labels.

the motions of ?oWs at core routers/sWitches. Furthermore,
IP netWorks organiZe the motions of such ?oWs into a

First, a path from Node H to Node D is obtained by
concatenating a Node Label for Node H With the reverse of
a Node Label for Node D. Any suf?x common to a Node
Label of Nodes H and D should be removed from both
before the labels are combined to compute the path. The

tWo-layer hierarchy. At the bottom layer of the hierarchy is
the core routers/sWitches that move ?oWs of data betWeen

hops. At the higher layer of the hierarchy, edge routers/

shortest path, as computed by hop length or other metric, is

sWitches route ?oWs among them. In contrast, DART net
Works use identical mechanisms to handle edge and core

then used to route the data.

Node functions and the motion of ?oWs, and alloW for the

[0077] For example, if FIG. 3, “1231” is a Node Label for
Node H, and “131” is a Node Label for Node D. Removing
the common suf?x “31”, and combining the tWo Node
Labels, yields the path “121.” Similarly, from the tWo sets of
path labels, one can compute the possible paths “21323”,
“2131”, “1412”, “121”, and “13”, and then select “13” as the

arbitrary hierarchical organiZation of such ?oW motions.
[0083] Consider a netWork that is further composed of
other netWorks, as depicted in FIG. 5. FIG. 5 shoWs hoW
routing can be organiZed into a tWo-layer hierarchy. This
scheme can be easily generaliZed to function in a netWork
that has more than tWo layers. In a tWo-layer hierarchy, the

shortest hop path.

base (core) layer, e.g., Nodes 1, 2, and 3, supports the

[0078]

higher layer is comprised of Edge Nodes interconnecting the

The present invention can be used in a packet based

or a circuit based netWork. In a circuit based netWork, once

an End Node has computed a path betWeen that End Node
and another End Node, based upon the coordinate labels of
the tWo End Nodes, the present invention can con?gure the
netWork in such a Way that all data sent betWeen those tWo

End Nodes Will travel the same con?gured path, until an
event, such as a movement, failure, or other netWork con

dition, necessitates the recon?gurement of the netWork. This
is especially useful in MPLS, or in Wavelength Division
Multiplexing, as discussed in greater detail beloW.
[0079] In a packet based netWork, once an End Node has
computed the route to a destination, based upon the coor
dinate labels of the source and destination Nodes, it uses

source routing to send DART Data With the respective path
labels to guide DART sWitches. DART sWitches read the
path labels and use these to forWard the data to a respective

outgoing port. Data is routed betWeen Nodes according to
the folloWing algorithm: ?rst a Node receives the data. Then
the Node examines the current Link Label in the data’s path
label. The Node employs fast lookup to map current Link
Labels to outgoing ports. The Node then advances the
current path label in the data. Finally the data is sent out of
the port.

routing of ?oWs betWeen tWo Nodes of a given subnet. The

netWorks (e.g., A, B, and C). Entire netWorks are treated by
the present invention merely as Links connecting these

higher layer Node devices. In the ?gure, the base layer
Nodes are depicted by square boxes, and Links are depicted

by single lines. The edge layer Nodes are depicted by
rectangular boxes, and edge layer Links are depicted by
double lines. In one example, Link Labels can use tWo bytes,

and can be indicated by the notation x.y. For example, the

base path from Nodes B to C, “11.3,3.12,1.2,9.3” (Which is
the concatenation of the labels of the links that form the
paths betWeen Nodes B and C) can be vieWed as the

equivalent higher level Link (labeled 3.1) that connects
Nodes B to C.

[0084]

Consider noW a How of data from netWork I to

netWork V. Data arriving at Node B carries a tWo-layer path
address of the form “2.3,3.1,1.2, . . . ” The ?rst label

designates the last Link of the base-netWork path in netWork
II, leading from Node A to Node B. This Link terminates at
an edge-netWork router that reads the edge-netWork path
label 3.1 and routes the data over the Link from B to C. The
edge-netWork router removes 3.1 and inserts a neW base

netWork path that implements this BC edge-netWork Link,
i.e., the data Will carry the folloWing neW path route “11.3,

[0080] For example, consider the routing path of FIG. 4.
Nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are interconnected by Links

3.12,1.2,9.3;1.2 . . . .” This base-netWork router dispatches

labeled 1, 2, 3, 4. Assume, as an example, that Dart Data is
to be routed from Node B to Node F. Apath, computed from

leading from B to the edge-router at C. When the data arrives

a Node Label of B concatenated With a reverse of a Node

Label of F, as discussed above, is computed and inserted into
the header of the data. In this example the path “324” Was
generated. At Node B, the ?rst digit of the path in the data
is “3”, and so Node B advances the current Link Label

pointed to in the data (i.e. sets a pointer to “2”), and sends
the data out the port corresponding to the Link Label “3”.
When the data arrives at C, the current digit of the Link
Label is “2”. This continues, routing the data through Node
G, until the current digit of the Link Label can no longer be
increased, at Which point the data has “arrived” at Node F.

[0081] Fourth Embodiment

the data along the base netWork path 11.3,3.12,1.2,9.3
at C, it Will be routed along the edge layer Link 1.2.

[0085] Thus, DART facilitates layered netWorks by sim
ply: (a) using multilayer route address structure, and (b)
having higher layer routers support edge-function of replac
ing higher layer edge label With a loWer layer path in the
data’s address. These mechanisms alloW DART netWorks to

support a hierarchy of virtual netWorks that admit simple
and uniform layering and interconnections. Furthermore,

unlike layering of virtual private netWork through tunnels
and multiple encapsulation processing, DART headers admit

multi-layer addressing.
[0086]

HoW does a Node attach to the edge layer, and

con?gure its routing functions accordingly? Consider the

[0082] Another embodiment of the present invention

case When a neW Node D Wishes to join the edge layer

alloWs a DART netWork to operate hierarchically across
vs. core routers/sWitches, and use different mechanisms to

netWork. It Will need to attach to its neighboring edge layer
Nodes, e.g., B and C. D proceeds by ?rst attaching as a
base-layer Node to its neighboring base-layer router Nodes.

manage these roles. In particular, motion of ?oWs among

Once attached to the base netWork, it can compute the base

multiple domains. IP netWorks distinguish the roles of edge
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routing path to B and C and pursue the attachment protocol

organiZation of DART permits multi-layer organiZation of

to establish its edge-netWork connections to B and C. Once

VPNs. With just a tWo-layer hierarchy, the number of VPN

attached, the edge Nodes B, C and D can compute the base

increases to tens of thousands.

network paths that implement the respective edge layer
Links. Notice that dynamic changes in the base netWork Will

automatically result in reassignment of base netWork paths
to respective edge layer Links. Similarly, the present inven
tion supports automatic adaptation to mobility and topology
changes in the edge layer netWork. Overlaid layers are
permitted to adapt to dynamic topology changes and mobil
ity. In contrast, dynamic changes of topology in multi
layered IP netWorks can lead to complex con?guration
inconsistencies and failures.

[0087] Using multi-layer hierarchical encapsulation of
addressing and routing permits the present invention to
handle netWorks of arbitrary siZe. Uniformity of addressing
and routing procedures at different layers permits the present

[0093] Link types may also be used to optimiZe route
selection. For example, Links in the range *.192-*.200 may
indicate high bandWidth or loW priced Links, Whereas *.183
* .191 may indicate medium bandWidth or high priced Links.
An end Node selecting best routes can use these Link
designations to evaluate the best route to a destination.

Finally, Link types may be combined With the hierarchical
organiZation of DART netWorks to support various combi
nations of services, such as secure voice netWorks. The
present invention provides a mechanism for Nodes to coor

dinate their traf?c-handling features by assigning ?oWs to
respective Link types.

[0094] Sixth Embodiment

invention to handle hierarchical organiZations Without sub
stantial impact on DART Node architectures and alloWs the
retention of simplicity of Node computations so as to

[0095] The present invention also accommodates Node
failures. Links are monitored by the respective Nodes

accomplish loW costs and high performance.

Node uses the above described algorithms to update its path
label addresses that depend on the failed Link, and then
propagates these updated labels to all of the Node’s neigh
bors. In the short term, While the DNS or equivalent is being

[0088] Fifth Embodiment
[0089] In another embodiment, the present invention can
support QoS, or other similar parameters in tWo Ways. The
?rst method is to add a QoS tag to a path label, or the DART

header, indicating the type of traf?c/service requested. This
is an obvious extension of similar existing mechanisms.

[0090] A second approach to QoS is to use Link types.
That is, partition the label space of 64k labels into segments
associated With certain types of services. For example, one
can designate all labels in the range 12800-144.25 6 as Links
oriented to supporting video traf?c. This means that router
Nodes establish a respective Link allocation mechanism that

gives appropriate priorities to data ?oWing on such labels.
An end Node Wishing to route a video stream Will route it

over a path carrying such video Link tags. In other Words,
DART essentially forms a virtual video netWork by tagging
Links as a video type, and con?guring respective resource
allocation mechanisms in Nodes to support such video
?oWs.

[0091] The range of 12800-144.256 Would provide 4096
video Link Labels. These labels may be further partitioned
to form various video netWorks. For example, partitioning
16 labels per netWork alloWs 256 different video netWorks.
One of these netWorks may be used as a reservation
signaling netWork. Nodes Wishing to send a video stream on
one of the video netWorks can ?rst use this reservation
signaling netWork to reserve bandWidth on the netWork.

[0092] Link types may also be used to designate traf?c
security, or form Virtual Private NetWorks (VPN). For
example, Links labels in the range 8000-96255 may be
allocated to de?ne various VPNs. A given VPN may be
allocated Links marked 82.16-82.32. Among others, this
means that Nodes seeking to attach to Links With these tags
are authenticated by the respective DART router Nodes.
Traf?c on such VPN could be encrypted. Nodes and traf?c
on a given VPN could also be monitored to detect intrusion
attacks. Note that the range 8000-96255 provides 4096

Link Labels. If a given VPN requires 16 labels, this scheme
supports only 256 VPN. This may seem to be a constraint on

the number of VPN supported by DART, but the hierarchical

attached to them. Upon the failure of a Link, a DART router

updated to re?ect the neW location of a mobile Link, or the
absence of a failed Link, a forWarding process can be
activated. Arriving data that requires the use of a failed or
moved Link are assigned a neW path to their destination by

the DART router Node. This neW path is computed from the

arriving data’s routing path, and the respective path labels of
the DART router Node.

[0096] The Link failure recovery algorithm is illustrated in
FIG. 6. FIG. 6 shoWs a NetWork comprised of Nodes A, B,
C, D, E, F, G, and H. These Nodes are connected by Links
labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4. On failure of the Link Labeled 2,
located betWeen Nodes C and G, the forWarding process is
activated. Node C Will compute a detour path from Node C
to Node G either using a label that has been passed from
Node G (if enough Were passed), from the DNS, or from

another similar cache using the previous algorithm. For
example, upon the failure of Link “2”, the neW shortest path
in FIG. 6 from Node C to Node G is noW “13.” This path
can be computed from the still valid label 31, and the still
valid label from G, “3131.” The forWarding process on C is
activated. All data, Which C attempts to route to G via “2”,

Will have their paths modi?ed so “2” is replaced by the
forWarding process to 13; and Will be treated as if they
entered the sWitch With current label 1.

[0097] This forWarding procedure Will persist until either
the Link 2 is restored, or labels are propagated to re?ect the

topological change. A similar forWarding process Will be
activated on G. This ensures that a DART netWork Will be

robust With respect to failures.
[0098] In a typical scenario, When a Node attaches to a
DART netWork it Will establish Links to neighboring DART

routing Nodes, Which provide routing access functions. As
part of this initial attachment protocol, the Node acquires its
path labels from these routing Nodes and establishes its
address. Once it has its set of labels, it uses DNS extensions
to register itself in a DART name-address database. The neW

Node then propagates the neW path labels to its neighbors.
One proposed embodiment uses DNS and/or the Light
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Weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) for DART name
address resolution. One skilled in the art Would appreciate
that any other mechanism that stores a distributed database

nicate betWeen foreign and DART netWorks. One Way is
simply to translate. For eXample, suppose a DART netWork
is attached to an IP netWork at a single gateWay Node. Each

could be employed. The initial attachment protocol supports

Node on a DART netWork is assigned an IP address. Each

authentication of the Node’s authoriZation to pursue such

possible IP address may be given a designation via DART.
When data arrives in either direction at the gateWay Node it

attachment. Data arriving during the process do not require
any neW processing, since the neW Link is not yet re?ected

in their route. Thus, DART is self-con?guring and requires
no manual intervention.

[0099] As can be seen from the examples, DART propa
gates bad neWs in linear time and produces no looping or
oscillatory behaviors as Would be found in traditional dis

tance vector routing. Good neWs, similarly, is propagated in
linear time, and has no impact on transit traf?c. The present
invention handles a Node failure as a collection of Link

failures at all attached Nodes.

[0100] Seventh Embodiment

may be translated into a native packet of the other netWork.
A DART netWork can be layered on top of an IP netWork,
using IP Links to support DART Links. This means that

DART data Will be encapsulated Within IP packets and
tunneled by IP routers/sWitches betWeen tWo DART routers/
sWitches, and unWrapped at the other end. Similarly, an IP
Link may be supported by a respective underlying DART
path. This means that the IP packet Will be encapsulated in
a DART packet and transported by a DART netWork

betWeen respective IP routers/sWitches, and then unWrapped
at the other end. In other embodiments of this invention
instead of an IP netWork, the other technology netWork may

be also be IP, Ethernet, ATM, MPLS, or any other foreign
[0101] Another embodiment of the present invention uses
the dynamic allocation of addresses discussed above to
support the use of mobile Nodes. The primary mechanism
used to accommodate mobile Nodes is by automatically
re-addressing the moved Node according to the above
algorithm. While the netWork is Waiting for the neW node
address to be re-calculated and made accessible, a mecha
nism similar to the above-described forWarding can also be
employed by the present invention. A mobile Node can
request its old attached routers to provide a forWarding
service to its neW address (re?ecting its neW location). This
is done by computing the route from its old location to the
neW location, and by adding a redirection process bound to
the old Link) that Will forWard any data in transit to the neW
location. In the case of a mobile routing Node, the neigh

boring router Nodes Will provide both traf?c forWarding
services for traffic for Which it is the ultimate destination, as
Well as adjust the path labels to re?ect the loss of the

respective routing Nodes.
[0102] For eXample, FIG. 7 shoWs a netWork composed of
Nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H. These Nodes are
interconnected by Links that are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Suppose Node J is moved to a neW location on the netWork,
J. The Node F must ?rst invalidate its Link 2, as this Link
no longer connects to a valid Node. Node F Will store or drop
data addressed to travel along Link 2 until it receives

instructions to begin its forWarding service. When the Node
formerly knoWn as Node J moves, and becomes Node J. it
can notify Node F of its neW location. Node F then can
compute a forWarding path; in this case it could combine its
label “4231” With the J label “431” to obtain a forWarding
path “424.” Data that Was intended for Node J, can receive
a neW path to J from Node F, and can then be routed to Node
J.

[0103] Eighth Embodiment
[0104] Another embodiment of the present invention
alloWs DART netWorks to interact With other technologies,

such as the Internet, Ethernet, ATM, MPLS, Appletalk, etc.
DART supports interoperability With IP netWorks through
multiple architectures and mechanisms. NetWorks using
protocols other than DART may be used Within the multi

netWork.

[0105] Ninth Embodiment
[0106] The present invention supports the broadcasting
and multicasting of data as an integral service. There are

multiple alternate mechanisms that can support multicasting.
One version is the use of overlaid multicast trees. First, a

multicast tree subnet is created using the DART overlay
mechanisms. Nodes can attach to this multicast subnet using

the regular attachment protocol. A Node attaching to a
multicast tree avoids creating a loop by attaching to a single

router Node (its parent in the tree). NeXt, path routing labels
instruct Nodes on the multicast netWork to broadcast data

onto all outgoing Links. This is accomplished by designating
special labels as directives to DART router/sWitch Nodes.
This overlaid multicast tree accommodates the mobility of

the underlying Nodes and topology changes. This is par
ticularly important in mobile and ad-hoc netWorks. As the
underlying topology changes, the multicast Links are auto
matically mapped to neW underlying netWork paths. In
another eXample, a single link label can be allocated With a
special meaning. A reserved link label may be a signal to a

sWitch to route data along multiple connecting Links. Mul
ticasting may also be combined With QoS and security
mechanisms through the Link types discussed in the previ
ous section. These combinations of orthogonal constructs

provide great ?exibility and uniformity, While supporting a
rich set of netWork services.

[0107] Tenth Embodiment

[0108] The present invention also supports the caching
and replication of data. Most application level operations,
such as transferring a ?le, vieWing a Web page, or sending
or receiving e-mail, can be vieWed as the equivalent to the
replication or creation of a Node. The present invention
supports several alternate mechanisms Which can ef?ciently

and automatically implement both caching and replication
via Node replication. The present invention can implement

replication or caching by ?rst duplicating, and then moving
a Node. This uni?ed mechanism alloWs replication of serv

ers, caching of frequently used data, creation of a shadoW
?le server, load balancing, etc.

level hierarchy mentioned above. It may also be that a
DART netWork simply connected to a foreign netWork.

[0109] DART Nodes carry properties (or statistical data)

There are three clear methods that may be used to commu

When access to a Node or set of Nodes reaches a predeter

that can be used to determine When to replicate the Node.
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mined level, the DART replication mechanism locates,
creates, and attaches a replicated copy of the Node, using
several alternate heuristic algorithms. The replicated Node
Will be registered by the replicating Node With the name
resolution mechanism (if the replication access uses that
mechanism) or With the redirecting proxy described beloW.

[0110] If caching is controlled by an intermediate Node
(for example, the Way most Web broWsers cache Web objects
once a statistical threshold is reached), the next access Will

cause the object to be copied, and pass the neW parameters
to a local Node. Then, depending on the mechanism, the

object is registered for access. In the Web broWser example,
one Would most likely implement the broWser as a proxy for
a server Node, Which then redirects requests for a static

object to the cached objects.

[0111] The present invention employs multiple mecha
nisms for access and load balancing of replicas and cached
Nodes. A ?rst mechanism uses the fact that even Without

replication, name resolution typically yields several names

(eg addresses) in the target namespace. This alloWs end
points to compute optimal routes to Nodes. Replicated target
labels (e.g. addresses) Would be registered and maintained
by the replicated Nodes, and thus have the same status as the

alternate labels to the original data. When netWork latency
properties are listed With the labels, then the same algo
rithms that an endpoint used to choose an optimal path noW
may yield an optimal route to a replica of the desired Node.
If server Node load data is a property contained in a label,
endpoints may use this information to choose server Nodes
With the loWest load.

[0112]

A second method for access and load balancing

employs redirection. Data proxies of routing Nodes may
?lter requests for frequently accessed Nodes. The routing
Node can then send these requests to end Nodes, Which
readdress them to replicas or cached copies. The bene?t of
this mechanism is that it is completely transparent to the end

Node sending the data. This mechanism is analogous to, but
much more ?exible than, IP masquerading. The chief dis
advantage over the above scheme is that there is a perfor
mance cost associated With the redirection. This method may

be ideal for situations Where replication is used to provide
load balancing behind a proxy, Which makes several Nodes
(replicas) appear to be one Node. In such situations the time
required to process the data overWhelms the overhead costs

in redirecting them. Similarly in caching close to the client,
described beloW, netWork latency overWhelms the overhead
associated With redirection.

is more ?exible in that any sort of persistent object can be

replicated in this Way (rather then simply parts of Web

pages).
[0114] Eleventh Embodiment
[0115]

Another embodiment of the present invention can

be used to obfuscate locations Within a netWork. Attackers to
a netWork Will often use knoWledge of a netWork to attack
it or gain unauthoriZed access. The method knoWn as a “port
scan” is Where an attacker Will check every knoWn port on
a list of IP addresses to see Which services are available.
Another Weakness in IP is that addresses in a subnet are

often assigned consecutively. Even if they are not assigned
in order, the address space is small enough to be searched
With a brute force scan. Security may be greatly increased if
Nodes may be given addresses that are both far apart in
address space, so they may not be searched or guessed, and

these addresses changed frequently. If the coordinate labels
of a Node are not knoWn, then accessing these Nodes is

nearly impossible. Obtaining the coordinate labels Will
require periodic use of the directory service that resolves
names. By monitoring and restricting access to this service,
knoWledge of coordinate labels may be controlled and
limited. In one embodiment of the present invention, ?xed

length Link Labels may be employed. If that length is
chosen suf?ciently large, there Will be too many possible
labels to search for the labels corresponding to active Links.
Moreover, in another embodiment of the present invention

employing lank labels of varying length, examining a path
from a data header Will not even indicate hoW many Links

are traversed in this path. In this Way the structure of the
netWork may be obfuscated making it more difficult to
attack.

[0116] TWelfth Embodiment
[0117] In another embodiment of the present invention a
Dart netWork can support the use of Wave Length Division

Multiplexing (WDM) to con?gure an optical netWork.
WDM is one technique for sharing the bandWidth available
at an optical Link. In WDM, Wavelengths (or lambdas) are
allocated in each Link. An end-to-end path is comprised of
several lambdas, one per Link of the path, that are mapped
from Link to Link at the optical sWitches. Lambda identi?ers
are thus DART labels in the optical domain, and are encoded
using the method described above. An end node Wishing to
send data to another end node can generate a path betWeen
the nodes as described above. The netWork can then be

con?gured according to that path. All data to be sent
betWeen End Nodes Will be sent along the same con?gured
path until an event occurs, such as a movement, failure, or

Athird method for access and load balancing is for

other netWork occurrence that requires the netWork to be

a request packet to travel to one Node, With that Node then
forWarding the request to a replica or cached version, Which
responds to the request. Here, the same mechanism used for

netWork employing WDM. Nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and
H are interconnected by Links labeled K1, K2, k3, k4.

temporarily dealing With mobile Nodes (forWarding) is

Assume, as an example, that Dart Data is to be routed from
Node B to Node F. Apath, computed from a Node Label of

[0113]

employed. Thus, as in the name-resolution mechanism, the
basic frameWork of the present invention already enables

access of replicas and caching, simply by extending the
algorithm by Which an end Node implements forWarding.
The end Node can maintain statistics on its replicas, and use

these to determine Which replica should respond. This is

analogous to the technology used by Akamai, Which alloWs
fragments of Web pages to be stored on different servers, and
changes tags in html based on the requesters location to
retrieve the data from a nearest cache. The present invention

recon?gured. For example, FIG. 8 shoWs an illustrative

B concatenated With a reverse of a Node Label of F, as

discussed above, is computed. In this example the path
“X32224” Was generated. DART Will then con?gure the
netWork such that all communications betWeen Node B and
Node F Will use the above generated path.
[0118] Alternatively, one could send the labels coded in
optics and have each optical sWitch convert the label to

electronic form, and then employ traditional DART routing
at each sWitch.
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[0119] Thirteenth Embodiment
[0120] In another embodiment of the present invention,
Link Label replacement is supported. In the simplest of
schemes, a DART header has a path and a ?eld, Which is a

pointer or counter indicating the part of the DART path
already traversed. The only change to DART data as it is
routed, is to advance this pointer. HoWever, in more sophis
ticated schemes, part, or the entire path, may be modi?ed by
a router. For example, a Link Label “c” may be a virtual

label not actually referring to any physical Link. Suppose
DART data carries the path “abca.” Then the data arrives
With indications to be routed across that Link “c”, a
sequence of Links, for example “abba ” may be inserted

into the path in place of “c.” The data Would noW carry the
path “ababbaba.” In this illustration one symbol “c” Was

replaced by “abbab”. HoWever, several symbols may be
replaced by several other symbols. Label replacement is
used in forWarding to a Node that has moved. Link Label
replacement may also be used in routing around a failed
Link, or it may be used to implement a path in a multi-level

through GateWay Nodes G1 and G2, respectively. In the
above example E1, E2, G1, and G2 are considered to be a
part of NetWorks N1 and N2. Nodes B and G2 are connected
by a physical link as shoWn in the above embodiments.
Nodes G1 and B are connected by virtual Link VL1. Virtual

Link VL1 is in actuality a path through Local netWork N3.
A single virtual identi?er may be assigned to represent the
entire path through netWork N3. End Nodes E1 and E2 Will
use this single virtual identi?er in calculating paths betWeen
each other based upon their coordinate labels. Assuming
End Node E1 Wished to route data to E2, End Node E1 Will
use the virtual identi?er, VL1. GateWay Node G1 Will then
use Link Label replacement to remove VL1 from the data’s

header, and substitute in the full path through N3.

[0125] Sixteenth Embodiment
[0126] In another embodiment of the present invention, a
Node may hold coordinate labels that indicate the position of
the node Within multiple virtual netWorks that are imple
mented Within the same physical netWork. In one embodi

hierarchy of DART netWorks.

ment Gold, Silver and BronZe level netWorks could be
implemented Within the same physical netWork. Each node

[0121] Fourteenth Embodiment

that falls Within some or all of these virtual netWorks Will be

[0122] Another embodiment of the present invention maps
generic names to DART addresses and vice versa. A Node in

a netWork employing the present invention Will generally
have associated to it one or more identi?ers. For example, if

a Node is a Web server, speci?ed by a URL, it may have
associated to it a name, such as “http://WWW.cs.columbi

a.edu/home/index.html.” If it is a phone number, it may have
associated to it a name, such as “212-939-7000.” If it is a

computer interface speci?ed by an IP address it may have
associated to it a name, such as “128.59.16.1.”ANode may

have several names associated to it. The present invention
uses a name resolution scheme to obtain a set of Node

Labels (Whose calculation is described in the above embodi
ments) from a name for that Node. For example, the present
invention may store the name and a list of Node Labels in

a Domain Name Server (DNS) database. That information
can then be retrieved via the usual DNS methods, and
protocols, for name resolution. When the name resolution is
distributed as in DNS, the load of making queries to the

database is distributed and replicated, to provide ef?ciency,
scaleability, and robustness. When a reverse lookup is pro
vided, a Node name associated to a Node may be translated
into a phone number, IP address or URL. Such reverse

lookups alloW interoperability With prior set netWorks such
as IP netWorks, or plain old telephone netWorks. Data, P,
arriving at a gateWay Node, B, may not explicitly contain a
Node Label of the originating Node A. HoWever, the header
of P Will contain a path from Ato B. The Node B has access
to its oWn labels, Which may be interpreted as routes to the

root Node. By concatenating labels of B to the path from A
to B, a path from A to the root Node (i.e. a Node Label of

A) may be computed. The reverse lookup may then obtain,
for instance, an IP address for A, Which can then be used by
B to translate the data into an ordinary IP packet, to be sent

assigned coordinate labels that belong to the respective
virtual netWork. Additionally, some Links, such as more

expensive links, higher security links, or higher bandWidth
links may only exist, and be accessible, on some, but not all
of the virtual netWorks. In FIG. 10, Nodes A though H,
connected by Links, are assigned to Virtual NetWorks G, S,
and B. Nodes A, B, C, E, F, and G, have been assigned to the
G virtual netWork, and store a set of G coordinate labels.

Nodes A, C, D, E, and G, have been assigned to the S virtual
netWork, and store a set of S coordinate labels. Nods A, B,

D, G, and R have been assigned to the B virtual netWork, and
store a set of B coordinate labels. Assume that Node G
Wishes to route data to Node C. Node G can route the data

along either the G or S netWorks depending on its desire. If
Node G Wishes to route the data along the S netWork (Which
for example may be a less expensive netWork) It may route
the data along S links S1, and S2. HoWever, If Node G
decides to use the G netWork (Which could be a higher
bandWidth, or a more expensive netWork) it can route the

data along G Link G1.

[0127] Seventeenth Embodiment
[0128] In another embodiment, the present invention can
be used to support MPLS explicit routing. An MPLS Node
can establish an explicit route through an MPLS network,

ie exactly Which sequence of MPLS SWitching Nodes and
Links should be used for different types of traffic to reach

each destination Node. Rather than each packet carrying the

entire path, With all of the hops speci?ed, the routing
information is distributed into tables located in each sWitch

ing Node; individual packets only need to carry an MPLS
label. An MPLS Node can use the above-described inven

tion to generate the paths betWeen nodes. The present
invention can also be used to select a “best path” from all

out over the Internet.

possible paths (i.e. based on cost, bandWidth, QoS, security,

[0123] Fifteenth Embodiment

path selected from multiple calculated paths, this chosen

[0124] In another embodiment of the present invention,
link labels may be employed to identify a virtual link. As

shoWn in FIG. 9, Local netWorks N1 and N2, having end
Nodes N1 and N2 are connected to a backbone Node B

etc.). After a path betWeen tWo Nodes is calculated, or a best
path can then be used to create the tables maintained at each

MPLS SWitching Node.
[0129] As this invention may be embodied in several
forms Without departing from the spirit of essential charac
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teristics thereof, the present embodiment is therefore illus
trative and not restrictive, since the scope of the invention is

de?ned by the appended claims rather than by the descrip

20. The netWork of claim 1 Wherein said data received
from said foreign netWork is an Ethernet packet.
21. A netWork comprising a plurality of Nodes intercon

tion proceeding them, and all changes that fall Within metes

nected by Links, Wherein:

and bounds thereof are therefore intended to be embraced by
the claims.
We claim:
1. A netWork comprising a plurality of Nodes intercon

nected by Links, Wherein:

(a) each Node is assigned a set of one or more coordinate
labels, each representing a path comprising one or more
Links or other Nodes;

(b) each coordinate label is unique to the Node to Which

it is assigned;

(a) each Node is assigned a set of one or more coordinate
labels, each representing a path comprising one or more
Links or other Nodes;

(b) each coordinate label is unique to the Node to Which

it is assigned;

(c) a path betWeen a ?rst Node and a second Node being
determined from one of said coordinate labels associ
ated With said ?rst Node and one of said coordinate
labels associated With said second Node;

(d) said second Node is a gateWay Node; and

(c) a path betWeen a ?rst Node and a second Node being
determined from one of said coordinate labels associ
ated With said ?rst Node and one of said coordinate
labels associated With said second Node;

(d) said ?rst Node is a gateWay Node and said second
Node is a destination Node; and

(e) data from a foreign netWork is received at said
gateWay Node and routed on said netWork to said
destination Node.
2. The netWork of claim 1 Wherein said received data is
routed to a closest Node of a plurality of mirror Nodes.
3. The netWork of claim 1 Where said gateWay Node
translates said data from said foreign netWork into a local

packet.

(e) data is transmitted from said gateWay Node into a

foreign netWork.
22. The netWork of claim 21 Where said gateWay Node
translates said data into a foreign packet.
23. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is
a DART packet.
24. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is
an IP packet.
25. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is

an Appletalk packet.
26. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is
an Ethernet packet.

27. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is
a MPLS packet.

4. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is a

DART packet.
5. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is an IP

packet.
6. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is an

Appletalk packet.

28. The netWork of claim 22 Where said foreign packet is
an ATM packet.
29. The netWork of claim 21 Where said gateWay Node
Wraps a DART packet in a foreign packet to form said data.

30. The netWork of claim 29 Where said foreign packet is
an IP packet.

7. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is an

Ethernet packet.
8. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is a

MPLS packet.

31. The netWork of claim 29 Where said foreign packet is
an Appletalk packet.
32. The netWork of claim 29 Where said foreign packet is
an Ethernet packet.

9. The netWork of claim 3 Where said local packet is an

ATM packet.

33. The netWork of claim 29 Where said foreign packet is
a MPLS packet.

10. The netWork of claim 1 Where said data is a DART

34. The netWork of claim 29 Where said foreign packet is

packet Wrapped in a foreign packet, and Where said gateWay
Node unWraps said DART packet from said foreign packet.
11. The netWork of claim 10 Where said foreign packet is

an ATM packet.
35. The netWork of claim 21 Where said transmission from

an IP packet.

said gateWay Node into said foreign netWork is performed
by a Link Label replacement.

12. The netWork of claim 10 Where said foreign packet is
an Appletalk packet.
13. The netWork of claim 10 Where said foreign packet is

36. A method for determining a path from a source Node
to a destination Node in a netWork comprising a plurality of

an Ethernet packet.

14. The netWork of claim 10 Where said foreign packet is
a MPLS packet.

15. The netWork of claim 10 Where said foreign packet is
an ATM packet.
16. The netWork of claim 1 Wherein said data received

from said foreign netWork is
17. The netWork of claim
from said foreign netWork is
18. The netWork of claim
from said foreign netWork is
19. The netWork of claim
from said foreign netWork is

an IP packet.
1 Wherein said data received
a MPLS packet.
1 Wherein said data received
an ATM packet.
1 Wherein said data received
an Appletalk packet.

Nodes interconnected by Links, said Nodes including a ?rst
Node, and a plurality of second Nodes, said second Nodes
including said source Node and destination Node, said
method comprising the steps of:

(a) assigning to each of said second Nodes, including said
source Node and said destination Node, one or more

coordinate labels, each coordinate label assigned to a

second Node representing a path through said netWork
from said second Node to said ?rst Node;

(b) determining a path from said source Node to said
destination Node by combining one coordinate label of
said source Node and one coordinate label of said

destination Node;
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(c) receiving at said source node data from a foreign

(d) routing said data on said network to said destination
node.
37. The method of claim 36 further comprising the step of
(e) unwrapping a foreign packet from said data to recover a

DART packet.
38. The method of claim 37 where said foreign packet is
an IP packet.

39. The method of claim 37 where said foreign packet is
an Appletalk packet.
40. The method of claim 37 where said foreign packet is
an Ethernet packet.

41. The method of claim 37 where said foreign packet is
a MPLS packet.

42. The method of claim 37 where said foreign packet is
an ATM packet.

43. The method of claim 36 further comprising the step of:

(f) Translating said data received from said foreign net
work into a DART packet.
44. The method of claim 43 wherein said data
from said foreign network is an IP packet.
45. The method of claim 43 wherein said data
from said foreign network is a MPLS packet.
46. The method of claim 43 wherein said data
from said foreign network is an ATM packet.
47. The method of claim 43 wherein said data

56. The method of claim 51 where said foreign packet is
an ATM packet.

network; and

57. The method of claim 49 further comprising the step of:

(f) forming said data by translating a DART packet into a

foreign packet.
58. The method of claim 57 wherein said data
from said foreign network is an IP packet.
59. The method of claim 57 wherein said data
from said foreign network is a MPLS packet.
60. The method of claim 57 wherein said data
from said foreign network is an ATM packet.
61. The method of claim 57 wherein said data

received
received
received
received

from said foreign network is an Appletalk packet.
62. The method of claim 57 wherein said data received
from said foreign network is an Ethernet packet.
63. A Node for use in a network, said network comprising
a plurality of Nodes connected by Links, wherein:
said Node for use in said network has one or more

coordinate labels assigned thereto, each coordinate
received
received
received
received

from said foreign network is an Appletalk packet.
48. The method of claim 43 wherein said data received

from said foreign network is an Ethernet packet.

label representing a path from said Node to a particular
other Node of said network, each of said coordinate
labels being unique to said Node, wherein data from a
foreign network is received at said Node and routed on
said network to said destination Node.
64. The node of claim 63 wherein said data received from

said foreign network is a foreign packet, and said gateway
Node unwraps said foreign packet to retrieve a DART

packet.
65. The node of claim 64 where said foreign packet is an

49. A method for determining a path from a source Node
to a destination Node in a network comprising a plurality of

IP packet.

Nodes interconnected by Links, said Nodes including a ?rst
Node, and a plurality of second Nodes, said second Nodes
including said source Node and destination Node, said
method comprising the steps of:

Appletalk packet.

(a) assigning to each of said second Nodes, including said
source Node and said destination Node, one or more

66. The node of claim 64 where said foreign packet is an
67. The node of claim 64 where said foreign packet is an

Ethernet packet.
68. The node of claim 64 where said foreign packet is a

MPLS packet.
69. The node of claim 64 where said foreign packet is an

coordinate labels, each coordinate label assigned to a

ATM packet.

second Node representing a path through said network

70. The node of claim 63 where said data is translated
from a foreign packet into a DART packet.
71. The node of claim 70 where said foreign packet is an

from said second Node to said ?rst Node;

(b) determining a path from said source Node to said
destination Node by combining one coordinate label of
said source Node and one coordinate label of said

destination Node; and
(c) transmitting at said destination node data onto a

foreign network.
50. The method of claim 49 where said transmission from

said destination Node into said foreign network is performed
by a Link Label replacement.
51. The method of claim 49 further comprising the step of
(e) wrapping a DART packet in a foreign packet to form
said data.

52. The method of claim 51 where said foreign packet is

IP packet.
72. The node of claim 70 where said foreign packet is an

Appletalk packet.
73. The node of claim 70 where said foreign packet is an

Ethernet packet.
74. The node of claim 70 where said foreign packet is a

MPLS packet.
75. The node of claim 70 where said foreign packet is an

ATM packet.
76. A Node for use in a network, said network comprising

a plurality of Nodes connected by Links, wherein:
said Node for use in said network has one or more

an IP packet.

coordinate labels assigned thereto, each coordinate

53. The method of claim 51 where said foreign packet is
an Appletalk packet.
54. The method of claim 51 where said foreign packet is

label representing a path from said Node to a particular
other Node of said network, each of said coordinate

an Ethernet packet.

55. The method of claim 51 where said foreign packet is
a MPLS packet.

labels being unique to said Node, wherein said Node
transmits said data onto said foreign network.
77. The node of claim 76 where said gateway Node wraps
a DART packet in a foreign packet to form said data.
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78. The node of claim 77 Where said foreign packet is an

IP packet.
79. The node of claim 77 Where said foreign packet is an

Appletalk packet.
80. The node of claim 77 Where said foreign packet is an

Ethernet packet.
81. The node of claim 77 Where said foreign packet is a

MPLS packet.
82. The node of claim 77 Where said foreign packet is an

ATM packet.
83. The Node of claim 76 Where said data is a DART

packet that has been translated into a foreign packet.
84. The Node of claim 83 Wherein said foreign packet is
an IP packet.

85. The Node of claim 83 Wherein foreign packet is a

MPLS packet.
86. The Node of claim 83 Wherein foreign packet is an

ATM packet.
87. The Node of claim 83 Wherein said foreign packet is
an Appletalk packet.
88. The Node of claim 83 Wherein said foreign packet is
an Ethernet packet.
89. The node of claim 76 Where said transmission from

said gateWay Node into said foreign netWork is performed
by a Link Label replacement.
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